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Abstract
Computing diagnoses in domains with continuously changing data is a difficult, but
essential aspect of solving many problems. To address this task, this paper describes
a dynamic influence diagram (ID) construction and updating system, DYNASTY, and
its application to constructing a decision-theoretic model to diagnose acute abdominal
pain, a domain in which the findings evolve during the diagnostic process.
For a system which evolves over time, DYNASTY constructs a parsimonious ID,
and then dynamically updates the ID, rather than constructing a new network from
scratch for every time interval. In addition, DYNASTY contains algorithms for testing
the sensitivity of the constructed network's system parameters. The main contributions
of this paper are: (1) presenting an efficient temporal influence diagram technique based
on parsimonious model construction; and (2) formalizing the principles underlying a
diagnostic tool for acute abdominal pain which explicitly models time-varying findings.

1

INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods of constructing influence diagrams (IDS) often require estimating an
enormous number of conditional probabilites,l as well as using approximation methods to
evaluate the large networks created for complex domains [I, 71. A recent approach to reduce
(static) Bayes network complexity, tailoring networks to data [13, 321, offers the potential to
improve reasoning ability for such networks by constructing a network containing only the
data related to a set 0 of observations, and not the entire knowledge base (KB).
This paper extends existing decision-making model construction systems to incorporate
the dynamic and sequential nature of reasoning in many domains, especially diagnostic reasoning. The proposed probabilistic network construction system, DYNASTY ,2 is designed
for decision-making given variables whose probabilities change over time. The goal is to build
the most parsimonious networks which will realistically model the dynamics of diagnostic reasoning. The application domain, diagnostic reasoning, is formulated as a sequential stochastic
process (Markov Decision Process), and is modeled using IDS [16, 231. For any time interval,
DYNASTY constructs the most parsimonious ID given the existing data, instead of reasoning with the complete ID, as is typically done in other approaches (e.g. [I, 7, 101). This
can eliminate much needless model evaluation, especially for large IDS. The overall process
modeled by DYNASTY is a sequence of Influence Diagrams which are assumed to observe
the Markov property, i.e. a Markov Decision Process, in which each ID models a single
time-interval. This paper concentrates on constructing and updating the ID for a single timeinterval; evaluation techniques for the complete Temporal Influence Diagram are analyzed in
[26]. DYNASTY has proven valuable for modeling several medical diagnostic domains, such
as Graft-versus-Host disease (GVHD) [6], and the acute abdominal pain (AAP) domain discussed here. Challenging domains such as medical diagnosis are also excellent proving-ground
for the model-construction systems, and can lead to system improvements and refinements,
such as the dynamic model updating studied here.
Throughout the paper, the operation of DYNASTY is illustrated by constructing a
decision-theoretic model to diagnose and treat the causes for acute abdominal pain (especially appendicitis). Probabilistic reasoning is crucial to diagnose acute abdominal pain: the
uncertainties involved in diagnosing acute abdominal pain cannot be adequately captured by a
deterministic model, in that two patients with the same findings may have different diseases. In
addition, modeling the temporal behaviour of findings is crucial, because the findings change
over time, and the temporal pattern of findings are important to the diagnosis. This task
requires the properties of dynamic model building incorporated in DYNASTY. The causal
physiological KB for acute abdominal pain is called ABDO, for Acute aBdomen Diagnosis.
Few applications of automated decision tools exist for such complex time-varying tasks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the architecture of the
'As an example, the QMR-DT network represents 534 diseases, 4040 manifestations and 40,740 diseasemanifestation arcs [14]. Clearly, constructing the entire QMR-DT network for every case entails much needless
computational effort; only a rare case would require the entire network for a diagnosis to be determined.
'DYNASTY stands for Dynamic Network Analysis of System Topology.

proposed dynamic network construction system. Section 3 describes the application domain,
that of the diagnosis of acute abdominal pain. Section 4 formalizes the acute abdominal
pain domain. Section 5 outlines the assumptions underlying and the method of creating the
diagnostic model. Section 6 briefly discusses algorithms for m.odel updating. Finally, Section 8
discusses a few conclusions.

2

THE DYNASTY SYSTEM

DYNASTY is one of many domain-independent network construction systems (e.g. ALTERID [2], QMR-DT [28], FRAIL3 [12]). However, it is the only system to deal explicitly
with dynamic diagnostic reasoning. Like several existing network construction methods, DYNASTY stores domain knowledge in a Knowledge Base (KB) containing (1) a set C of causal
rules, and (2) a set Il of conditional probability distributions over C, (3) a set Od of possible
decisions, and (4) a set of utility functions V associated with those decisions.
DYNASTY is designed to optimize the utility of a decision policy for some diagnostic
domain. For the acute abdominal pain domain, the goal is to compute the utility-maximizing
sequence of decisions for a patient with a given set of symptoms.
DYNASTY conducts decision-making in two main groups of steps: first, it constructs
a Bayes network [23] t o represent the observations 0 and the domain knowledge relevant to
0 for a particular time interval; it then analyses the sensitivity of this network to various
model parameters, and updates the initial network as necessary. Second, it employs a Markov
decision process [ll]to compute the diagnoses and actions taken given these diagnoses as the
system evolves over time. This procedure is shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Network construction methods in DYNASTY. First, a initial network is constructed
and sensitivity analyses are conducted to determine is network updating is necessary. Then,
a Markov Decision Model (TID) is constructed for decision-making over subsequent time
intervals.
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Markov Decision Model

A Bayes network consists of a qualitative causal network augmented with quantitative
(probabilistic) data. In the causal graph G(N,A) consisting of nodes N and arcs A, the
nodes represent state variables, and arcs exist between pairs of nodes related causally and/or
temporally. The KB causal rules are used to construct G ( N ,A ) . The quantitative part of the

network consists of a set II of probability distributions for the conditional probabilities for the
network. Given a Bayes network, influence diagram construction consists of adding decision
and value nodes to the Bayes network.
Given the high computational cost of constructing temporal influence diagrams, DYNASTY makes a variety of tradeoffs of accuracy vs. simple model construction. The goal is
to construct the most parsimonious model which allows correct decision management; for a
medical domain such as this one, the penalties of incorrect decisions can be quite severe. We
present several techniques to demonstrate such tradeoffs, including parsimonious model construction and updating, sensitivity analysis of the uncertainty of time interval to be modeled,
and the use of diagnostic equivalence classes.

3

APPLICATION DOMAIN: THE DIAGNOSIS OF
ACUTE ABDOMINAL PAIN

Appendicitis, a common cause of acute abdominal pain, is a relatively important disease, in
that one in every 16 people can expect to get appendicitis [22]. The diagnosis is probabilistic
in that two patients with the same findings may not both have appendicitis and two patients
with appendicitis may not have the same findings. In addition, no findings are pathognomonic,
i.e. are distinctively characteristic of the disease. Because the disease progresses over a course
of hours to days, one might be tempted to wait until the complex of signs and symptoms
is highly characteristic of appendicitis before removing the appendix. However, the inflamed
appendix may perforate during the observation period, causing a more generalized infection
and raising the risk of death from about 1 in 200 cases to about 1 in 42 [22]. Thus, the tradeoff
is between the possibility of an unnecessary operation on someone whose findings are similar
to early appendicitis and a perforation in someone whose appendicitis is allowed t o progress
[4]. The goal of this diagnostic process is to minimise morbidity (i.e. time in the hospital).
Several static models for appendicitis have been proposed: de Dombal et al. [8] were the
first t o describe the diagnosis of appendicitis probabilistically; others have proposed decision
tree models [4,21] or causal Bayesian models [27] of the decision to operate or observe. None of
these models has explicitly incorporated the temporal aspects of the diagnostic task (as done
here). A static model for the management of equine acute abdominal pain, which incorporates
statistical and rule-based approaches, has been developed [20].
Constructing a model to diagnose acute abdominal pain for a single time interval may lead
to inaccuracy, since many findings take on different meanings as diseases evolve over time,
both in terms of their inter-relationships and the diseases indicated by the particular findings
[17, 271. Possible sources of inaccuracy include: (1) static models can be wrong if they model
an inappropriate time instant or interval; (2) static models do not capture the evolution of the
system (e.g. the location of acute abdominal pain may change over time, providing significant
diagnostic information); or (3) a single stage diagnosis is inadequate for systems requiring
multiple tests and/or treatments.
In a possible case of appendicitis, the initial findings include central abdominal pain (which

could be confused with many other ailments), and are often accompanied soon thereafter by
gastrointestinal distress and possibly by abdominal tenderness and fever. This pain subsequently becomes localized to the right lower quadrant (RLQ) of the abdomen. If the appendix
ruptures, then there are several more obvious findings; however, a perforated appendix leads
to serious abdominal infection. Most diagnostic strategies attempt to avoid perforation and
its resulting complications. Given the evolution of a disease such as appendicitis, the probabilities assigned to network nodes, and even the topology of the network itself, must change
over time. For example, Figure 2 shows the temporal variation of the true positive rate for

Figure 2: Change over time of true positive rate (i.e. P(finding1disease)) for the occurrence
of various findings given a diagnosis of appendicitis and non-specific abdominal pain (NSAP).
Time is the number of hours since onset of symptoms.
the occurrence of various findings given a diagnosis of appendicitis and non-specific abdominal pain (NSAP).3 Clearly, in the initial stages of appendicitis, the probabilities assigned to
various findings (given the assumption of appendicitis) can be quite different from the later
stages of the disease. Moreover, the findings at most times (especially before 24 hours since
onset) can often be equally well diagnosed as appendicitis or NSAP.
A second aspect of this dynamic nature of (diagnostic) reasoning is the need to model
the temporal order of observations. In some cases the temporal sequence of observations (as
opposed to just an unordered list of the set of observations) can provide strong clues for a
diagnosis. For example, if a woman has abdominal pain, noting that this pain is followed by
gastrointestinal distress could help identify a possible case of appendicitis, whereas the presence
of gastrointestinal distress prior to the pain would make the presence of gastroenteritis more
likely.
A third aspect is the ability to incorporate the effects of actions taken, such as tests or
treatments; this can alter not only the probability assignments to a network, but also the
network topology. For example, consider a network constructed for a case of RLQ abdominal
3The acronyms are N (nausea), C-Pain (central abdominal pain), F (fever), RLQ (right-lower-quadrant
abdominal pain).

distress. If simple gastroenteritis is diagnosed, and a symptomatic treatment is given, the
persistence of RLQ abdominal distress will provide information that the diagnosis may be
incorrect, and the network topology and/or probabilities may need to be updated.

DOMAIN FORMALIZATION
4.1

State Description Using Bayesian Networks

This section describes the model for a particular state for some fixed time. The model used is
a Bayesian Network (BN) [23], which is a graph-theoretic representation of a decision analysis
model. The BN's main advantage is that the graph specifies the dependency relations of the
problem, thus necessitating only the probability distributions as determined by the graph.
This reduces the data requirements and computational expense of evaluating the BNs. A
brief introduction to BNs is now presented, and the reader is referred to the references for
more detail.
A BN is specified using two levels, qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative level
On the qualitative level, the BN consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In the causal
graph G(N, A) consisting of nodes N and directed arcs A, the nodes represent state variables,
and arcs exist between pairs of nodes related causally. For example, in Figure 3, the arc from
the InfEamm node, representing Inflammation, to the V node, representing Vomiting, means
that Vomiting is causally influenced by Inflammation. The nodes in the graph, chance nodes,
correspond to random variables [23]. The chance nodes corresponding to variables X I , x2, ...,x,
create the domain R,, x R,, x . . - x R,,, where R, is the domain of possible outcomes for
variable x.
Arcs in the BN represent the independence and information relationships among the variables. Arcs into chance nodes represent probabilistic dependence and are called conditioning
arcs. The absence of an arc from node i to j indicates that the associated variable x j is
conditionally independent of variable xj given xj7sdirect predecessors in the DAG.
The causal model necessary for this application has been defined by one of the authors
(JRC), based on medical physiological knowledge.
Quantitative level
On the quantitative level, the BN specifies a frame of data with each node. For each chance
node x in the DAG, the domain R, of possible outcomes for x, and a conditional probability
distribution rX for x, is specified. The conditional distributions map possible outcomes to
[O, 11 reals:
RX1x fix2 x - - - x Ox, -+ IR.
The quantitative information necessary to apply the DYNASTY framework consists of
probability values for the Bayes network. The probability values used are derived from (1)
values based on clinical measurements; and (2) values estimated by a physician. Statistical data has been obtained for disease nodes conditioned on observable finding nodes, e.g.

P(appendicitis ) anorexia, nausea, vomiting). However, the causal model proposed in this
paper requires the physician's estimate of conditional probability distributions for many intermediat e nodes.

4.2

Temporal Model

In ABDO, time is divided into a sequence of intervals, and the model assumes that (1) the
values of the findings are constant over a particular interval, and (2) temporal intervals have
definite transit ion points. Under these assumptions, the sequence of piecewise constant segments represents the state sequence, and the duration of each segment represents the holding
time in each state.

4.3

Qualitat ive Causal Model

The ABDO KB for acute abdominal pain consists of data for over 50 findings, 20 intermediate
disease states and 4 diseases, namely Appendicitis (App)-which might also involve perforated
appendix (Perf-App), salpingitis (SALP), Non-Specific Abdominal Pain (NSAP), and Ruptured Ovary (Rupt-Ov). Observable states, or findings, include Local Pain (LP), high White
Blood Count (WBC), vomiting (V) and tenderness (T). The intermediate disease states refer
to states which are neither the 4 diseases nor are directly observable, and include Inflammation
(Inflamm), Appendicial Obstruction (A-Obs), Small bowel Obstruction (SB-Obs), gastrointestinal distress (GI), Peritonitis (Perit), and Colic. This data was collected based on several
thousand cases of acute abdominal pain.
The physiological relationships among these disease, intermediate and finding states are
represented using a causal model or causal graph. The ABDO causal model has been formalized using a set of rules, some of which are listed in Table 1. In these rules, the variables,
e.g. App({YES,NO},y), are interpreted as follows: App({YES,NO),y) means that individual
y can either have appendicitis, App(YES,y), or not, App(N0,y).
The possible decisions are presented in table 2, listed with the corresponding diagnosis
which prompts each decision. Note that the possible diagnoses D differ by sex: for men,
D={App,NSAP}, and for women V={App,NSAP,Salp, Rupt-Ov}.

4.4

Quantitative Data

The ABDO quantitative data consists of a large number of conditional probability distributions corresponding to the causal model, plus data relating to decisions and utilities. The KB
includes data for men and women over various time intervals. Here we present a sample of
the data from the ABDO KB. Tables 3 and 4 show data for P(finding1disease) for women, 12
hours after onset of symptoms (i.e. for the interval t=12-16 hours). Some sample prior probability values for women are listed in Table 5. There is also data for men, and data indexed for
other time intervals. In addition to conditional probability distributions, there is data for interinterval Markov transition probabilities (e.g. P(A(Y ES, X) during interval T~IA(YES, X) during interv

Table 1: A Subset of the Causal Rules for ABDO

A P P ( { Y E S , N O ) Y, )
P e r f - A P P ( { Y E SN
, O),Y)
A - Obs({YES,N O ) , y)
S B - Obs({YES,N O ) , y )
N S A P ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )
I n f l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y)
Salp(CYES,N O ) , Y )
P e r i t ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y)
Z n f l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )
P e r i t ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )

A P P ( { Y E S , N O ) , YA
) Salp({YES,N O ) , Y )
r \ N S A P ( { Y E S , N O ) , y ) A Perf - ApP({YE S , N O ) , y )
ARupt - O v ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y)
A - Obs({YES,N O ) , y ) A Perf
A p p ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )
M a s s ( { Y E S , N O ) , y ) I n f l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )
Colic({YES,N O ) , y) A Znf l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y)
Colic({YES,N O ) , y )
Znf l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y )
G Z ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y ) Perit({YES, N O ) , y)
ASB - Obs({YES,N O ) , y )
I n f l a m m ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y ) Disch({YES,N O ) , y )
L P ( { Y E S , N O ) , Y)
F ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y ) A W B C ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y )
T ( { Y E S ,N O I , Y ) A R ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y )
AG({Y E S , N O ) , y ) A A B S ( { Y E S ,N O ) , y)
A ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y )A N ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y )
A V ( { Y E S ,N O ) , Y )

-

Table 2: Abbreviations used for domain of decisions

I
I

DECISION
WAIT
TEST
OPERATE
HOME
AB
SYMPT-Rx

I
I

DESCRIPTION
I DIAGNOSIS
wait to observe evolution
I
?
(or Rupt-Ov)
of findings
?
perform a test
appendectomy
APP
NSAP
send patient home
Sal~
administer antibiotics
administer symptomatic treatment (
NS AP
-

I

I
I

I

utility values for the outcomes of various decisions given the existence of particular diseases
(e.g. utility for performing an appendectomy given that the patient has NSAP).

4.5

Diagnostic Management Example

Consider the case of a 25-year old woman (referred to as patient X) who experiences right lower
quadrant pain (RLQ), followed by nausea and vomiting4 The pain intensifies over roughly
a 14-hour period, and she experiences other symptoms as noted in Table 6. This example
demonstrates the DYNASTY algorithms in the remainder of the paper.
4This example is based on an actual documented case. In the following, A 5 B means that event A precedes
event B in time.

Table 3: Probability distributions for women for P(finding1disease) for the interval t = 4 - 8
hours after symptom onset
RLQ - T ( y )
APP(YES,Y )
NSAP(YES,y)
Salp(YES,Y )
Rupt - O v ( Y E S ,y )

.90
.SO
.35
.55

-RLQ - T ( y )
.lo
.50
.65
.45

G(y)
.68
.20
.45
.48

-G(y)
.32
.80
.55
.52

R(y)
.8
.28
.55
.55

I

-R(y)
.2
.72
.45
.45

Table 4: Probability distributions for women for P(finding1disease) for the interval t = 4 - 8
hours after symptom onset

DIAGNOSTIC MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The model construction algorithms in DYNASTY bear many resemblances to the ALTERID
system [2]. DYNASTY takes as input a Horn-clause KB and a given problem instance, i.e.
a set 0 of observations (e.g. symptoms and signs). The network is constructed as follows:
1. Construct a Bayes network 0,, for particular time interval

~j using the causal Knowledge
Base C to identify the causally-related propositions (e.g. diseases) which could produce
0, and the appropriate probability distributions from II.
2. Select an appropriate time interval such as 72 (e.g. the interval for t = 12 - 15 hours as
shown in figure 2) and construct a model using probability values indexed by time 7 2 .
3. Conduct a sensitivity analysis to determine if 0,, is the best model for time interval
~ j ,given the uncertainty in network parameters and topology. If network updating
is necessary, a set of network-topology updating algorithms dynamically update the
network.

5.1

Bayes Network Construction

DYNASTY uses a Justification-based Truth Maintenance System (JTMS) [19] to do backwardchaining in the KB to identify the relevant nodes to construct, and then adds the necessary
distributions to the constructed causal network. Given the set C of causal rules in the KB,
the JTMS maintains the set of dependency relationships among the KB variables. Thus, for
any variable x in the input observations 0, the JTMS can retrieve all variables from C which
causally influence x or which are causally influenced by x. This set of causally-related vari-

Table 5: Prior probabilities for a woman aged 20-29 for various diseases causing acute abdominal pain
DISEASE
11 App I NSAP I Salp ( Rupt-Ov
PRIOR PROBABILITY (1 .32 ( .55 j .OS 1
.05

Table 6: Findings for patient X after 14 hours
FINDING
2 5 years old
female
pain in the right lower quadrant
followed by nausea and vomiting
pain remained in the right lower quadrant
progressivdy worse
14 hours duration
steady pain
moderate intensity
n o loss of appetite (no anorexia)
no fever
ileus - bowel sounds were absent
tenderness in the right lower quadrant
n o guarding
rebound tenderness
no mass
no vaginal discharge
n o history of salpingitis

FACT INSTANTIAT ED
AGE(25,X)
SEX(FEMALE,X)
RLQ t(YES,X)
N(YES,X), V(YES,X)
RLQ 5 N, RLQ 5 V
RLQt+14(YES,X)
Pain-worse(YES,X)
TIME(t2, 14)
Pain-steady(YES,X)
Pain-intensity (MODERATE,X)
W O N
F(NO,X)
ABS(YES,X)
RLQ-T(YES ,X)
G(NO,X)
R(YES,X)
Mass(N0,X)
Disch(N0,X)
Salp(N0 ,X)

ables, together with the direction of causal relationship, constitutes the causal graph. Given
the causal graph, DYNASTY assigns the appropriate probability distributions from II.
Constructing decision and value nodes is relatively simple. For any Bayes network constructed, the decision and value nodes are the same: the decision node has domain Rd={WAIT,
TEST, OPERATE, HOME, AB,SYMPT-Rx), and is causally influenced by the nodes corresponding to the diseases hypothesized to be present. Since utility maximization is done over
the decision taken, the value node is causally influenced by nodes corresponding to the decision
and the hypothetical diseases. Figure 3 shows an example of these causal relationships.

Diagnostic Management Example 1 Model Constwction: The case introduced in Section
4.5 is modeled in DYNASTY as follows. Given the findings, DYNASTY constructs the ID
shown in Figure 3 from the KB rules, using data from the interval between 12 and 15 hours from
finding onset.5 Note that the complete network for the ABDO KB consists of 78 nodes and
530 arcs; the network here consists of 15 nodes and 21 arcs. Hence the process of data-specific
network construction can create much simpler networks. Next, DYNASTY consults the KB
51n an influence diagram, chance nodes are represented by circles or ellipses, decision nodes by rectangles,
and value nodes by diamonds.

Figure 3: Influence diagram for patient X

probability tables to add probability distributions to the causal graph. From these probability
distributions, several values can be easily computed, to determine the t radeoff between the
risk of an unnecessary operation versus a perforation. For example, the probability that the
inflamed appendix was perforated in a patient age 25 was calculated to be 0.04 (0.87 not
perforated) with 14 hours of pain and 0.06 after another 4 hours of observation, an increase of
2 patients per 100 if the decision were to observe, versus up to 9 unnecessary appendectomies
for the decision to do an immediate appendectomy, an odds ratio of roughly 1 to 5. Such data
is crucial for making the first decision.

Diagnostic Management Example 2 First decision: A probability equivalent standard
gamble was presented to the patient as described in [ 5 ] . She was indifferent between an
appendectomy and a gamble of a probability of 0.63 for successful observation (0.37 for perforation), suggesting that observation was actually the rational choice given her utilities and
the information yielded during ID evaluation.

5.2

Equivalence Class Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is used primarily to check the sensitivity of diagnoses t o network parameters and to check if the correct time interval has been modeled. Sensitivity analysis of
diagnoses reveals the threshold probabilities of network variables, among other things, that
would change the diagnosis. Analysing sensitivity of the initial model t o choice of time intervals is done in a "local" manner for computational efficiency: if interval ri is chosen for
modeling, only models from the "local" intervals 7;-1 and ri+l are compared to the model from
7;. Global analysis, e.g. constructing models from all potential time intervals and averaging
over all such models, is computationally expensive, and the models from different time intervals often contain different variables and topologies, so are difficult to average over. Hence,
this approach compromises completeness for efficiency. Note that the evolution of the model
over time provides important cues to determine the accuracy of the original model. Hence
incorrect choice of the initial model may not be a complete disaster.

Sensitivity analysis of temporal accuracy examines the intervals TI (e.g. t = 9 - 12) and
r3 (e.g. t = 15 - 18) around 72, to see if a different model should be constructed. Using the
equivalence-class approach (cf. [25, 24]), this is determined by checking whether the predicted
utility-optimising action is affected by the choice of time interval rj. Decision-equivalent
networks are considered to be equivalent. If network updating is necessary, a set of networktopology updating algorithms are used to dynamically update the network.
5.2.1

Analysis of Equivalence Classes

Sensitivity analysis uses an equivalence class approach to diagnosis; originally formulated in
[25], the approach is summarized here. The rationale is that there is no point in distinguishing between decision-equivalent diagnoses, i.e. diagnoses for which the decision taken (e.g.
administration of particular drugs to a patient) are the same; as far as the decision-maker is
concerned, decision-equivalent diagnoses should be considered as the same diagnosis.
The aim of diagnostic reasoning is to provide a decision (e.g. a treatment of antibiotics)
for a set of observations. From an equivalence-class point of view, this reduces to refining the
set of decision-equivalent possibilities; i.e. one does not care about distinct diagnoses, but distinct decisions (and their associated distinct equivalence classes). Thus, decision-equivalence
induces a partition on the set of diagnoses, where each partition corresponds to a possible distinct decision. This approach increases the decision-making efficiency, compared to approaches
that try to distinguish between decision-equivalent diagnoses and/or update the model even
if the decision did not change.
Given the construction of an ID model at time interval T , a decision (with accompanying
diagnosis) of maximal utility needs to be computed. For example, in our diagnosis example, the
diagnosis might be appendicitis, and the decision OPERATE. This decision would minimise
the morbidity, balancing the competing problems of the risk of perforation vs. an unnecessary
operation.
In the process of computing this best decision, the next-best decision for a different equivalence class is also recorded. In this example, this might be WAIT. Such a decision might
be taken to see if the findings four hours later would confirm appendicitis. The risk taken in
waiting is that the appendix might perforate. If there is uncertainty concerning which probabilities are correct, then the sensitivity of the decision to this uncertainty must be determined.
This is formalized in terms of equivalence classes of decisions.
Consider some time interval t.6 Let Od be the set of all alternative decision^.^ Denote
Od = {wfi, wi, ...,w;}, and for simplicity let wd E Od be a particular decision. Let 2) be the set
of all possible diagnoses.
Example 1 In the diagnosis of acute abdominal pain, a decision d consists of choosing a
6We discuss this topic ignoring temporal aspects, since the results hold irrecpective of the interal t . Any
temporal subscript t is suppressed for notational convenience.
7 ~ aydecision we mean a total management plan of what to do (i.e., we do not conjoin different decisions
- the conjunction would be one decision). A decision may be a test to establish a diagnosis, or a treatment
for a diagnosis (e.g. the administration of drugs, replacement of circuit components), etc.

decision from the set (Rd={WAIT, TEST, OPERATE, HOME, AB,SYMPT-Rx}. The possible
diagnoses differ by sex: for men, V={App,NSAP}, and for women V={App,NSAP,Salp, RuptOv}. 4
Definition 5.1 The possible decision space I' is a subset of 2) x wd. (D,wd) E
that wd is a possible decision given that the diagnosis is D E 2).

r means

I' induces an equivalence relation on the set of diagnoses. This will be called strong
equivalence with respect to .'I The idea is that equivalent diagnoses have the same set of
possible decisions.'
Definition 5.2 Two diagnoses Dland D2 are strongly equivalent with respect to r, written
Dl =r D2 if V wd E ad,(Dl, wd) E r if and only if (Dz,wd) E r.

Given this equivalence relation, a partition of the domain of decisions is induced:
Definition 5.3 A decision-space partition is defined as consisting of a collection of sets each
of which is defined by
Xi

= {Djl (Dj,wd) E

A for some ~d E !-Id).

Thus, the total partition of decision-equivalent diagnoses is given by A = {XI, X2, ...,A,).
Example 2 In the diagnosis of acute abdominal pain, the most important decision is whether
to operate or not, Setting ad={OPERATE, 1 OPERATE 1,' the equivalence classes of
diagnoses induced by this decision set are: for men, A={ {App),{NSAP} }, and for women
A={ {App},{NSAP,Salp, Rupt-Ov} ). Thus, for women the operation is necessary for App,
and unnecessary for NSAP, Rupt-Ov and Salp. 4
5.2.2

Equivalence Class Decision-making

We assume we have a measure v(wdlD,e) of the utility of decision wd given diagnosis D and
other evidence e, Vwd E fld and VD E 2). We can define the possible decision space as the set
of diagnoses with the same utility.'' In this case, "strong use-equivalence" means having the
same utility for each decision.
Let 2) be the set of diagnoses. For D E V, every logical model of D has the same utility
measure. The following proposition about the expected value, &(ud),of decision wd was proven

'Other types of equivalences, e.g. weak equivalence, are also distinguished in [25]; such cases are not
discussed here due to space limitations.
'In this case we have the decisions included in TOPERATE are {WAIT, TEST, HOME, AI3,SYMPT-Rx).
10~ormally,the decision in the possible decision space would be a pair (wd, v) where (D, (wd, v)) E r if
v(wdlD,e).

Under this approach to diagnostic reasoning, diagnoses are selected such that the expected
utility of the decision is maximised. That is, the goal is to compute wd such that the expected
value of the decision given by equation 1 is maximised.
Consider an ID in which the variables are denoted by x = {xl, ...., x,), such that any
diagnosis D consists of a subset of variables x' 2 x which are abnormal (cf. [9, 23, 251 for a
further description of such diagnostic models). For example, the abnormal variables may be
an abnormal white blood count (WBC), RLQ pain and vomiting. Then equation 1 can be
rewritten in terms of these variables as

where v(wdlx,e) is the value of v(wd(D,e)such that x is true in D.
The notion behind the sensitivity analysis is as follows: consider a model constructed at
time interval t, such that decision w j is the optimal decision. Call P the expected utility
for decision w i . If the probabilities of certain variables are time-dependent, then these new
probabilities need to be substituted into the model to check if the decision would change.
Note that different diagnoses may be computed, but if the decision is unchanged, then, under
this use-equivalent approach, no network updating is necessary. For network updating to be
necessary, the threshold /? must be exceeded by the expected utility of another decision w i
given probabilities for time interval t', i.e.

This provides a precise bound on when the decision changes. When the threshold is
exceeded, then network alterations may be necessary.
In brief, if (1)the equivalence class of the decision indicated by any alternative data set does
not change (i.e. the network is decision-equivalent), and (2) data mis-matches between the
chosen time interval and the KB model are not better explained by the alternative intervals,"
then no network updating is done.
Diagnostic M a n a g e m e n t E x a m p l e 3 A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the network
of Figure 3, given the uncertainty of pain onset time, to determine the influence on the decision
taken of the uncertainty in time slice modeled. In this case, the data o f t = 14 hours is assumed
to be the interval t = 12 - 15. Given data over time such as that used to construct the graphs
in Figure 2, the effect on the network of using time from the two intervals around the chosen
interval, i.e. t = 9 - 12 and t = 15 - 18, was computed. In this case, this sensitivity analysis
showed that both the interval t = 9- 12 and t = 15-18 produce a decision-equivalent network,
so no network updating was necessary.
''A data mis-match may be that patient X had no guarding, but the KB model required a positive finding
of guarding.

Sensitivity analysis of the decision tradeoff reveals the threshold probability of appendicitis
supporting appendectomy to be 0.97. Because the calculated probability at the time of the
first examination was near, but below, the threshold, close observation was warranted.

5.3

Markov Decision Model

Between time intervals, we assume that each variable x satisfies the Markov property: the
state of x at time interval r k depends only on the the state of x at previous time interval ~ k
(and possibly any management decisions enacted), and not on any preceding decision or state,
i.e. P(x, lx,_, ,x,-, , ..., z,;
drk) = P(x, lx,-,; drk).12This Markovian assumption requires
specifying transition probability tables for each variable x from state i to state j; such tables
are described in detail in [26]. Since all variables in the system are Markov, the state 8, of
the complete system, which is represented by the Bayes network for interval T , is also Markov:
('Tk
1"Tk-1 > 0rk-2, " ' 7
= (T' k
19Tk-1 ;d T k ) '
dTk)
Once the initial Bayes network is constructed (corresponding to system state 0,), DYNASTY employs a Markov decision model for the sequential diagnostic and treatment process.
The Markov Decision process involves sequentially interleaving decisions (therapy, etc.) with
diagnostic reasoning; i.e. given 0,, a management decision d, is made. Because diagnosis
induces a decision
and therapy is not necessarily a single-stage process, the next state
drtl. In general, a s e t A of testsltreatments may be necessary during interval 71, so planning
may be necessary to determine the best sequence for the elements of A (cf. [30]).
This state representation simplifies representing the process of making decisions about
treatments, and the values associated with such treatments, as seen in the influence diagram
in Figure 4. The value for the decision d, is denoted v(drl ;6, ,8,); i.e. the value v, depends
both on decision dTl and on the new knowledge of succeeding state i9,.13
State

nodes
Sum value

Decision
nodes
Value
nodes

Figure 4: Influence diagram for sequential medical decision making
emphasize the temporal nature of the variables and decisions, we index by time, e.g. d,, .
13Note that state 72 is assumed to start immediately once d,, is enacted; i.e. the result of a test or
appendectomy is assumed to be known immediately. (This is a simplification.)
"TO
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This process allows a more complete and accurate model to be constructed initially, and
it enables the evolution of acute abdominal pain to be tracked. This also enables a sequence
of therapies to be determined as findings evolve dynamically.

6

MODEL UPDATING

Of the several types of model updating operations, two of the most important are: (1) probability value updating, and (2) network topology updating. These are discussed in turn.

6.1

Probability Value Updating

Probability value updating is the simple case of network updating: the required alterations
to the probability values are made, and these values are propagated to obtain a new network
equilibrium state.
Diagnostic Management Example 4 Probability Value Updating: If patient X had monitored her initial symptom onset at an earlier stage, it is most likely that her pain would have
been centrally located in the abdomen, as shown by the portion of the Bayes network (taken
from Figure 3) in Figure 5(a). The numbers in the figure reflect P(findinglIn f lamm). If
the diagnosis is appendicitis, it is most likely that the pain will shift to the RLQ, as shown in
Figure 5(b). 4

0.25

During the evolution of
the location of pain in
appendicitis, the location
shifts from a central
location (shown in (a)),
the RLQ (shown in (b)).

Figure 5: Bayes network representation of the likelihood of pain location as the symptoms of
appendicitis evolve

6.2

Network Topology Updating

Given a model 0, one wants to be able to alter the model to reflect dynamic changes in
the system being modeled. There are two possible scenarios for dynamic network alterations:

alterations which do not preserve the joint probability distribution P(9) , and alterations which
do preserve P(9).
For cases where the joint probability distribution P(9) for the causal model is not preserved,
at present DYNASTY constructs an entirely new Bayes network. Methods of possibly preserving unchanged parts of the old network need to be examined in the future.
For cases where the joint probability distribution P(9) for the causal model is to be preserved, network topology changes require changes to conditional distributions which make
up P(9). For example, in abdominal diagnosis, it is possible to reason about pain (a)
just by noting the presence of pain irrespective of location (referred to as Pain), or (b) in
terms of precise locations for the pain, e.g. right-lower q a d r i n t (RLQ) and left-lower quadrant (LLQ) pain. To introduce the location of pain in a model, on needs to change the
original joint distribution relating to pain, P(9') = P ( i nf lamm) * P ( P a i n Jinf lamm), to
P(9') = P ( i nf lamm) * P(RLQ1in f lamm) * P(LLQJinf lamm) such that P(9') remains unchanged.
There are several cases in which network topology can be altered relatively simply in a
Bayes net. Two techniques include direct node addition and refinement/coarsening operations
[3] to split/merge network nodes respectively.
Direct node addition/deletion: New nodes can be directly added to a node which has no
successors, called a leaf node. Leaf nodes can be added to or deleted from the network through
simple changes to the conditional distributions for the nodes. Hence, the nodes for anorexia
(A), nausea (N) and vomiting (V) can be added to the node for inflammation, changing only
the probabilities for P(finding ( Inflamm) .14
A leaf node can be altered to reflect coarserlfiner granularity by a simple node replacement
operation, which involves both node deletion and addition. For example, a node for gastrointestinal disturbance (GI), which can be considered as a syndrome, can be replaced by three
nodes of greater specificity, nodes for A, N, and V. The reverse operation, reasoning about A,
N, V in terms of the syndrome GI, can also be done simply.
Refinement/coarsening operations: Refinement /coarsening allows changes in granularity
by replacing a node with another node that has a different domain of possible outcomes. For
example, the node for GI (with domain {YES,NO )) in the above example can be replaced
(i.e. refined) with another node with domain { A , N, V, NO } reflecting finer distinctions for
the GI-related findings.
Two import ant properties of these refinement /coarsening operations is that they preserve
P(9), and the network changes made for the operations are local, i.e. they do not involve
all nodes in the network. This is formalized as follows. For the state node corresponding to
variable x, we call Q, the predecessors of x in the network, and Z, the successors of x in
the network. The Markov boundary of x is the minimal set of nodes which "shield" x from
the rest of the network. The Markov boundary M ( x ) of the node for variable x consists of
Q, U Z, U QEz. Hence, ensuring the joint probability distribution of M ( x ) is unaffected by
.

.

14Direct node addition can be simply handled using the IDEAL system [29] on top of which this system is
implemented.

the refinement/coarsening of x ensures that the rest of the network will be unaffected as well.
For example, it is shown in [3] that in a refinement of the values of the state space of variable
x, R,, each value w, E 0, is refined into multiple values w: E R(w,). For each value w, E R,
which is refined into a value w: E R(w,),

must be satisfied for all values of Q x . This provides a set of constraints on how M (x) must be
altered. In an analogous manner, constraints can be defined for the coarsening of the values
of the state space of variable x, R,, where multiple values of w, E R, are combined into a
single value w: E C(w,).
The coarsening operation is defined similarly [3]. For those values w, E R, which are
coarsened, two constraints need to be satisfied:

A drawback to this approach is that approximations may be necessary for certain coarsening operations, so such operations are not uniquely invertible. Also, the generality of this
approach has not been fully analysed. The coarsening operation may lose information during
the process of node aggregation (i.e. the network probability assignments may be altered).
Using the equivalence-class approach, such information loss is acceptable if the equivalence
class does not change. Otherwise, approximations may need to be used [3].

Diagnostic Management Example 5 Network Updating: After waiting 4 hours, the symptoms had not changed very much. The only network updating required was updating of the
probabilities, along with probability propagation. Sensitivity analysis indicates the threshold
probability of appendicitis supporting appendectomy to now be 0.95; it is lower because of the
increased risk of perforation. At this stage the surgeon elected to remove the appendix. Interestingly, her appendix was normal, no pathology was seen at operation and the post-operative
diagnosis was non-specific abdominal pain.
However, if at this time the surgeon had instead noted the new development of anorexia
and muscular guarding, new nodes would need to be added to the network for these findings
(using direct node addition), as shown in Figure 6. The probability of appendicitis would
increase to 0.98 and the probability of non-specific abdominal pain decrease to 0.02. The
probability that an inflamed appendix would perforate with further observation until 6 a.m.
would have predicted another 4 perforations with more observation versus only 2 unnecessary
appendectomies with operation at midnight, an odds ratio of roughly 2 to 1. Operation would
have become the rational choice, given the patient's utilities. Note that if a single-stage system
were used for this scenario, an original diagnosis of NSAP would probably have been incorrect.
Hence, temporal reasoning avoids making mistakes when systems variables can change over
time.

Figure 6: Influence diagram for patient X with new findings of anorexia ( A ) and muscular
guarding (G), both denoted by shaded circles in the ID

In addition, note that refinement/coarsening cannot be used in all circumstances, e.g. in
cases where new disease or intermediate disease states need to be added.

Diagnostic Management Example 6 Network updating (rupture): Consider the alternative (hypothetical) case of the discovery following a waiting period of 4 hours of the new
findings of an RLQ mass (Mass), and general abdominal pain (G - P a i n ) and tenderness
(G - T). Node refinement of the node for App (changing the domain from {YES,NO) to
{App, Rupt-App, NO}) violates the necessary causal information shown in figure 7(c), as
some important causal arcs are missing. Hence, reconstruction of the network from the KB,

(a) Initial network

(b) Refined network
(with added arc)

(c) Network constructed
from ABDO database

Figure 7: Refinement of a Bayes network: only the portion of the network affected by the
refinement is shown
producing the network shown in figure 8, is necessary.
Second decision: With a network reflecting the system state for the interval t = 15 - 18,
the second decision can now be made. If the Bayes networks in figures 3 and 8 are represented
as states O1 and O2 respectively, the ID of figure 4 is obtained. Note that these new findings

Figure 8: Influence diagram for patient X with new findings of general pain, tenderness and
RLQ mass

indicate a ruptured appendix with probability 0.87, indicating that an immediate operation
is necessary. Hence, the second decision taken is an appendectomy.

7

RELATED WORK

As mentioned previously, DYNASTY is closely related to several approaches to model construction [32], most notably ALTERID [2]. The main distinguishing characteristic of DYNASTY is that it is designed to dynamically construct and update models from a KB.
DYNASTY shares some characteristics with SUDO-PLANNER [31], especially in terms
of model updating. A major difference is that SUDO-PLANNER works with qualitative
networks, and DYNASTY updates probability distributions.
In addition, there are some systems for learning networks from data, e.g. KUTATO [15].
The difference with such approaches is that it is assumed in DYNASTY that the causal
model underlying the data is known, and need not be learned.

8

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the DYNASTY system for dynamically constructing and updating
IDS from a KB. DYNASTY has been applied to the medical management of acute abdominal
pain, using the domain formalization of the ABDO KB.
DYNASTY models the state of the system for any time interval using a parsimonious ID.
Given the uncertainty in modeling the initial time interval correctly, DYNASTY contains
algorithms for testing the sensitivity of the constructed network. As the system evolves over
time, DYNASTY dynamically updates the ID to model each subsequent time interval, rather

t h a n constructing a new network from scratch. These updating algorithms can also b e used
t o dynamically alter system granularity.
This approach t o diagnostic reasoning makes several advances over existing formal approaches t o model-based diagnosis and over many medical diagnostic models. Most importantly, DYNASTY explicitly models t h e temporal aspects of system evolution and decisionmaking (administering treatments and/or tests) using t h e most parsimonious models of the
d a t a for each time interval. Also, this approach provides a coherent framework which formalizes most aspects of diagnostic management, including both computing diagnoses a n d planning
tests and/or treatments.
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A

ABBREVIATIONS

The abbreviations used are presented in Table 7. In the table, General Pain denotes pain in 3
or 4 quadrants or in 2 diagonal quadrants (LUQ and RLQ or RUQ and LLQ), and Leucocytosis
refers to increased white blood cell count (WBC).

B

DOMAIN FORMALIZATION

For a typical case, patient-specific facts will be entered into the system. The information
required includes data like the following, for patient Bruce:
Pain(YES, BRUCE)
V YES,BRUCE
A YES,BRUCE
AGE(26,BRUCE)
SEX(MALE,BRUCE)
A subset of the rules were presented in the main text. This rule set covers most of the
cases of interest for this paper.

I

B.2

1

Decision Domain

The decision domain outlines the information about the choices available to the decision-maker.
The domain of decisions fldis:
{WAIT, TEST, OPERATE, H O M E , AB, S Y M P T - Rx).
The abbreviations used are presented in table 2, listed with the corresponding diagnosis
which prompts each decision. For a given patient, we have:
OPERATE({YES,NO),y)
AB({YES,NO),Y)
SYMPT-Rx({YES,NO),y)
HOME {YES,NO),y)
w
TEST(
A m ( ~YEs,No
y E s 7 ~ o,Y)l , y )
TEST: The possible tests are listed as follows:

WBC({NORMAL,ABNORMAL),y),ULTRASOUND({NORMAL,ABNORMAL),y),
X-RAY({NORMAL,ABNORMAL),y)

C

ABDO PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

This section presents a sample of the probability tables implemented in ABDO. This data is
derived from a database on acute abdominal pain derived from several thousand actual cases.
Full presentation of tables would take too much space. Due to the need for evaluation of
the model, probabilities may change- they are estimates in many cases. One cannot obtain
"real" statistics about "intermediate" nodes in the network. The best data is available for
observable causal links, i.e. statistics relating the likelihood of a given finding being produced

by a particular illness, or of a given finding being produced before or after another in a
particular illness.
The probability values for ABDO are indexed by time. Also, the probability values for
ABDO are indexed by sex. Here is an illustrative set of probabilities, for values at onset of
findings and 24 hours after the onset of findings.

C.l

Probability Distributions for Women

Data for women is shown in table 3 and 4 in the main text.

C .2

Probability Distributions for Men

In tables 8 and 9, values for SALP and Rupt-Ov are not listed, as men do not suffer from
these ailments.

C .3 Time-dependent probability distributions
The following data is for probabilities of a disease given pain (which is possibly localised).
Temporal data readings are presented in tables 10, 11, 12, and 13: there are data readings
taken 24 hours apart in tables 10 and 11 for women; and data readings taken 24 hours apart
in tables 12 and 13 for men.

C.4

Data for Intermediate Nodes

The previous data listed statistics for known probability values, as determined clinically. In
the ABDO model, data is needed for both observable finding nodes and intermediate nodes.
However, data for intermediate nodes is not as readily computed. Thus, for example, the
node G I is an intermediate node between A - Obs, N S A P , Salp and T, G, R; or the node
I n f lamm is an intermediate node between AObsand A, N, V. The actual network modeled
can look like those shown in figure 3. For networks such as these, figures 14 and 15 show the
necessary probabilities related to the intermediate node for inflammation, I n f lamm, from 4
and 12 hours after symptom onset.
It is anticipated that Bayesian learning methods (e.g. .[15])will be used to learn the network
probabilities for the links connected to the intermediate nodes (and indeed for for the entire
network).

D

ABDO UTILITY VALUES

Table 16 presents an illustrative set of utilities; it is assumed that the utilities do not change
over time, although, in fact the utilities may change slightly [5]. All entries which contain a *
indicate that a utility value does not make sense for that entry.
These utility values are estimated by one of the authors (JRC). The values are taken from
the interval [0, 11.
Provision is made in the implemented system for these utilities to be altered during the run
of the system, or for an entirely different set of utilities to be used (i.e. a different "expert"
can define a new utility structure). Note also that a sensitivity of the decision to the utility

values can easily be done, thereby allowing feedback to the user of how crucial the actual
utility values are.

E

IMPLEMENTATION

The KB is implemented in Common Lisp. Extended Justification-based TMS [18] data structures and algorithms are used for determining relevant nodes to instantiate given a set of
observations. The influence diagrams are implemented using the IDEAL system [29], which
is also written in Common Lisp.

Table 7: Table of abbreviations for diagnosis of acute abdominal pain
Gastrointestinal distress

Moderate Peritonitis
Severe Peritonitis
Non-Specific Abdominal Pain

Mod-P
Severe-P
NSAP

Table 8: Probability distributions for men for P(finding1disease)

Table 9: Probability distributions for men for P (findingJfinding)

Table 10: Probability distributions for women for P(finding1disease) at time t hours

APP(YES, Y
N SAP(YES, y)
Salp(YES7 Y)
Rupt - Ov(YES, ?r)

C-Pain(y)
.30
.23
.09
.20

RLQ(y)
.30
.24
.26
.38

RUQ(Y) LLQ(Y) LU&(Y)
.001
.O1
.01
.02
.03
.04
.001
.08
.03
.08
.01
.01

Table 11: Probability distributions for women for P(finding1disease) at time t

APP(YES~Y)
NSAP(YES, y)
Salp(YES, y)
Rupt - Ov(YES, y)

C-Pain(y)
.04
.14
.07
.07

RLQ(y)
-84
.41
.32
.53

+ 24 hours

RUQ(Y) LLQ(Y) LUQ(Y)
.001
.04
.01
.03
.03
.04
.1
.001
.04
.01
.05
.01

Table 12: Probability distributions for men for P(finding1sease) at time t hours

Table 13: Probability distributions for men for P(finding1disease) at time t

+ 24 hours

Table 14: Probability distributions for P(inflammation I .disease) 4 hours after onset of symptoms

I

Table 15: Probability distributions for P(inflammation disease) 12 hours after onset of symptoms

Table 16: Utility values for acute abdominal pain

